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1 PRODUCT OVERVIEW

1.1 Application

The VRB5C product is a multi-circuit Trailer Lighting Reducer designed to power 
incandescent and LED module trailer lamps.

The product is intended for multiple trailer applications with a large number of operating 
lamps and is designed to be incorporated into the trucks electrical system, operating 
from a nominal 24Vdc automotive supply and featuring five independent, current limited, 
unregulated 12Vrms channel outputs.

Each channel has a dedicated control input line which is designed to be driven from a 
vehicles primary 24Vdc lighting circuits, being the Tail, Left and Right Indicator, Stop 
andReverse lights.

All five output channels feature soft-start technology to promote enhanced lifetime of 
filament lamps.

24Vdc power is supplied to the reducer channels via a common positive supply input 
which is to be connected via a suitably rated fuse to the battery positive terminal.

The product features an electrically isolated case and requires a negative supply input to 
be connected to the battery negative terminal or vehicle chassis.

It is compact, lightweight, >95% efficient and well protected against short circuit outputs, 
supply voltage transients and environmental elements such as moisture and dust.

1.2 Protection

The product incorporates reliable solid state technology employing several protection 
mechanisms to ensure safe long term operation in the harsh automotive environment.

The internal electronics are protected against large transient voltages often present on 
the 24Vdc supply in mobile electrical systems.

Additionally, supply input over-voltage and under-voltage shutdown, thermal overload 
protection and other internal circuit monitoring functions provide a high level of safety 
and reliability.

The 12Vrms outputs contain independent fast operating current limiting circuitry on each 
channel which activates in the event of an overload or short circuit.

The proprietary dynamic current limiting operation allows for the high peak inrush 
currents associated with cold filaments of incandescent lamps.

Upon detection of an overload on any 12Vrms output channel, cycling of the relevant 
control input following a 60 second delay will reinstate channel operation provided the 
fault has been removed.
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2 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

2.1 Electrical

Input Voltage Range (12V Channel Outputs functional): 18.0 - 32.0V for continuous operation
Under Voltage Turn Off (continuous): 17V ±1V
Standby Input Current (all control inputs low): 70mA (typ)
Overvoltage Input Protection: Shutdown at 40V, clamp at 75V

(survive 200V ISO7637: pulse 5a)
Input Reverse Polarity: Survival with no load
Input Signal Current Max (output no load): 2mA
Recommended Power Input Fuse Rating: 80A
Design Battery CCA (max): 1200CCA
Input to 12V Output Delay (min): 15ms
Channel Output Voltage (RMS): 45-55% of Input Voltage

(eg. Nom. = 12Vrms Output at 24Vdc Input)
Channel Output Frequency: 75Hz ±5Hz
Channel Output Duty Cycle: 25% ±2%
Channel Output Soft Start: 170mS
Channel Conversion Efficiency (at full load): >95%
Channel Output Current Limit RMS (30s average):

Brown (Tail- 360W) 31.0A
Red (Stop - 360W) 31.0A
Black (Reverse - 180W) 15.5A
Green (Right Indicator - 180W) 15.5A
Yellow (Left Indicator - 180W) 15.5A

12V Channel Current Limit Accuracy: ±7%
12V Channel Short Circuit Current Limit
(operates within 300us):

250A/500A (depending on channel)

Maximum RMS Return Current: 75A (calculated @ 12Vrms output, based 
upon indicators flashing and all other 
outputs on continuous at nominal current 
limit)
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2 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS

2.2 Mechanical
Weight: Approx. 2.3kg
Dimensions (main unit only excl. cables and glands) 295L x 135W x 75H
Contruction:
Heatsink: Extruded Aluminium, 6063/T5,

Anodised Matt Natural 10µm
Cover: 0.75mm Base Metal Thickness,

Black Marviplate / Versiclad
End Plates: 0.55 BMT, Black Marviplate / Versiclad

2.00 Aluminium with textured black 
powdercoat

Technology: Mixed surface mount & through hole solid 
state components

Weather Protection: Potted in Silicone Elastomer

2.3 Environmental
Operating Temperature: -20 to 50°C
Overtemperature Protection: 95°C (heatsink temperature)
Humidity: 10% to 90% RH (non-condensing)

2.4 Certification
Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC): AS/NZS CISPR14.1:2003

2.5 Limitations

Designed for use with Incandescent & LED module loads only.
Do NOT high pressure wash.
Do NOT submerge. 
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2 PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
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3 PRODUCT DIAGRAM

3.1 Wiring Diagram

3.2 Replacement of obsolete models
The following table denotes wiring connections for the VRB5C when being used to replace 
an older obsolete Redarc Lighting Reducer.

24V Inputs
Connection on older obsolete models New Connection

on VRB5C
VRB(REV) VRC VRZ(REV)

In
pu

t P
ow

er
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up
pl

y 
W

ire
s 

(th
ic

k) Tail Brown

N/A
No Longer Required

Stop Red

Right indicator Green

Left indicator Yellow

Reverse
(‘REV’ Models only)

Black

24V Power N/A Purple Red

In
pu

t C
on

tr
ol

 W
ire

s 
(th

in
) Tail Brown Brown

Stop Red Red

Right indicator Green Green

Left indicator Yellow Yellow

Reverse Black Black

*Note that VRB5C (along with the obsolete models listed above) have a RMS output - Refer to sections 4.7 and 
4.9 for details. 
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4 TROUBLESHOOTING

Note: The majority of trailer lighting faults are caused by faulty or degraded trailer 
wiring.  It is therefore recommended to check the integrity of all connections, 
fuses and circuit breakers prior to further troubleshooting.

4.1 Visually Identify Faulty Trailer Lights
4.1.1 Intermittent output on all lamps on one channel only:
 4.1.1.1 Check trailer wiring connections of the relevant channel.
 4.1.1.2 Check that the relevant 24V control input is stable at the reducer.
 4.1.1.3 Check for intermittent short circuit on the trailer of the relevant channel.

4.1.2 Intermittent output on all lamps on all channels:
 4.1.2.1 Check the integrity of all connections including trailer earth return.
 4.1.2.2 Check that the 24V supply is stable at the reducer.
 4.1.2.3 Check the control inputs are receiving steady signals.

4.1.3 Low lamp intensity:
 4.1.3.1 Only at the rear of the trailer indicate that the trailer wiring is too thin.
 4.1.3.2 Can be caused by voltage losses due to poor connections.
 4.1.3.3 Can be caused by low supply voltage or supply wiring too thin.
 4.1.3.4 Will occur if the 12V outputs are connected to a 24V trailer.

4.1.4 Only some lamps on a circuit are working (e.g. some but not all tail-lights):
 4.1.4.1 Commonly caused by faulty wiring of individual lamps.
 4.1.4.2 Commonly caused by blown or damaged individual lamps.

4.1.5 Intermittent or no output on all lamps of paired channels only
 (refer to section 4.3):
 4.1.5.1 May indicate an internal failure of the unit.

4.2 In-circuit testing
4.2.1 Required equipment
Test Lamp In all cases use a 24V incandescent filament Test-Lamp, even where 

12V is being detected.  (LED Test-Lamps are not suitable.) NOTE: in the 
following document “Connect a Test-Lamp” means connect one lead 
to the signal under test and the other lead to the vehicle ground.

Multimeter A meter suitable for measuring up to 30Vdc measurement with 
the input leads inserted correctly into the appropriate DC voltage 
measurement sockets, battery in good working order and calibrated.

Power Supply An (optional) DC power supply capable of delivering 24Vdc at 2 Amps.
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4 TROUBLESHOOTING CONT...

4.2.2 Checking Vehicle Battery Voltage
 4.2.2.1 Locate the positive and negative terminals of the vehicle battery.
 4.2.2.2 Ensure the battery terminals are clean and make good connection.
 4.2.2.3 Set the measurement scale of the multimeter to the DC Voltage range.
 4.2.2.4 Connect the positive lead of the multimeter to the Positive Battery  
 terminal, and the negative lead of the multimeter to the Negative Battery   
 terminal.
 4.2.2.5 Measure the battery voltage.  If the voltage is less than 22V, charge the  
 truck batteries fully before continuing testing.

4.2.3 Checking Output Of Lighting Reducer
 4.2.3.1 Locate and disconnect the relevant output connector at the lighting  
 reducer.
 4.2.3.2 Connect a Test-Lamp directly to the relevant pin of the output connector  
 at the lighting reducer.
 4.2.3.3 Switch OFF lights of the relevant channel (e.g. release brake if brake  
 light failure).
 4.2.3.4 Wait >1 minute to ensure the 60 second overload lockout delay has  
 expired.
 4.2.3.5 Switch ON lights of the relevant channel.

If the Test-Lamp switches on correctly, investigate the trailer wiring for possible 
fault conditions, particularly intermittent short-circuit faults.
If the Test-Lamp fails to switch on correctly, proceed to the next step.
4.2.4 Checking Control Input At Lighting Reducer
 4.2.4.1 Keep the Test-Lamp connected to the relevant output channel.
 4.2.4.2 Locate and disconnect the 24V Control Inputs connector at the lighting  
 reducer.
 4.2.4.3 Apply a 24Vdc control input signal directly to the relevant pin of the 24V  
 Control Inputs connector at the lighting reducer.

NOTE: The 24Vdc voltage source can be obtained directly from the truck battery 
(verify for correct voltage with multimeter), or from a power supply with the 
negative terminal connected to the truck negative battery terminal.

If the Test-Lamp switches on correctly, investigate the control input wiring from 
the vehicles primary lighting circuits for possible fault conditions.
If the Test-Lamp fails to switch on correctly, the VRB5C should be replaced.

If replacing the unit does not rectify the issue further investigation of the vehicle 
and trailer is required.
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4 TROUBLESHOOTING CONT...

4.3 Channel Pairing
Some elements of internal protection circuitry are common to channel pairs.  If a 
common fault is observed on both channels in a pair (e.g. Red & Black channels both 
become non-functional) this may indicate an internal failure.

Please consult Redarc for further assistance.

The following channels form internal channel pairs:

• Red & Black (Stop & Reverse).

• Yellow & Green (Left & Right Indicator).

Note: The Brown channel (Tail) is not paired with any other channel.
4.4 Over-temperature Shutdown
Each channel pair includes temperature monitoring resulting in shutdown of both 
channels if the heatsink temperature exceeds 95°C.  Channel functionality will recover 
automatically as the temperature decreases below the required threshold.

4.5 Channel Overload Lockout Delay
The VRB5C features a 60 second lockout delay upon detection of an overload.  Following 
this delay, cycling the control input will reinstate full channel operation provided the 
fault has been removed.

4.6 Under-voltage/Over-voltage Lockout
The VRB5C product will enter shutdown mode if the system voltage is outside of the 
range 18 – 40Vdc. Full channel operation will be reinstated upon system voltage 
returning to the valid operating range.

4.7 Multimeter Measurements
The output voltage of each 12V channel is pulsed, not DC and is preset during 
manufacture.  Subsequently most DC averaging voltmeters will display readings (≈6.5V) 
which represents ≈ ½ of the actual voltage.  A True AC+DC RMS voltmeter is required 
for correct measurement of the output voltage.

4.8 Blowing Lamps
If lamps fail prematurely after a period of normal usage check the lamp quality in 
addition to lamp mounting as vibrations can be responsible for individual lamp failures.



4 TROUBLESHOOTING CONT...

4.9 LED Lights
The VRB5C has been tested to be compatible with various LED modules however some 
multi-volt LED lights incorporate a reducer that is not compatible.

LED lights typically require 9Vdc to operate.  Malfunctioning lights may indicate low 
battery charge or excessive wiring losses along the trailer.  If the voltage to the lights is 
insufficient, problems may be experienced.

If abnormal operation is experienced, or for further assistance with LED compatibility, 
please contact Redarc.

5 NOTES

5.1 General

Any form of pressure washing must be avoided at all times.  If cleaning is desired, use 
a clean, damp cloth to wipe the surfaces.  The internal circuitry is potted in a silicon 
elastomer to protect against moisture ingress however it is recommended that the unit 
be mounted in a protected location.

Jump starting with a high voltage auxiliary battery or use of an external battery charger 
with the battery leads connected should be avoided to ensure long term reliability of the 
converter and other electronic equipment used in the vehicle.

The 12Vrms output of the VRB5C is suitable for lamp and LED loads only and not for 
12V radios, cassette players, mobile phones, electric brakes, DC motors, rotating lights, 
inverters or refrigerators.

The converter should be mounted in a cool, protected location.  The conversion 
efficiency is >95% at full load which results in very low heat generation.  The converter 
may be mounted in a confined space but a steady air flow parallel to the plane of the 
fins is strongly recommended to prevent overheating.  Truck chassis rail mounting is 
quite acceptable.
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Free technical assistance! 
please contact

Redarc Electronics
23 Brodie Road North, Lonsdale SA

(08) 8322 4848
power@redarc.com.au

www.redarc.com.au
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